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WE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD.

TOGETHER



B e i r u t  ‖  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

L o c a t i o n  





W elcome To The SEF’S Family 



LET’S UNITE TOGETHER 

AND FIGHT FOR A BETTER 

WORLD. 



Our Mission

- SEF (Service de l’Enfant au Foyer) is a Lebanese non-profit organization that provides quality
comprehensive services for children and their mothers suffering from domestic violence
regardless of their social, religious or political affiliation.

- SEF shelters, supports and empowers children and their mothers, over a period of two years, by
creating a supporting environment for growth and advocating for their rights while working towards
their safe and sustainable reintegration in society.



Our Vision
Together we Can Make a difference

A community where every child enjoys his rights and is raised with dignity 

in a conducive environment free from violence. 



Our Fundamental Principles And Values

OUR VALUES

Safety Respect Competence

Collaboration Integrity



- Created with the aim of preserving the family unit for fatherless orphans affected 
by war, SEF began its fieldwork in 1978. 

- SEF began by providing support for orphans and their mothers in a heavily fragmented 
post-war society.

-Today, SEF continues to provide support for some of society’s most marginalized 
youth and their mothers, and has already provided such support for over 325 families 

comprised of over 1,200 children.

OUR Background



Our New Orientation

In 2012, SEF conducted a field study with
specialized agencies, government agencies and
academic consultants, focusing on the lack of
reception centers for abused mothers and at-
risk children who lack support and shelter.

In 2015, SEF launched a new mission,
introducing a shelter and accommodation
center for at-risk children and their mothers.
The shelter began providing support for 6
families and 18 children, with the initial aim of
reaching a total of 36 children - where
accommodation for the sheltering of each
family not exceeding 2 years.



OUR ACTIONS

Our aim is to keep a 

powerful  fingerprint on the 

lives of our mothers and 

children

Our aim is to keep a powerful  

fingerprint on the lives of our 

mothers and children

OUR ACTIONS



1-Offer a family-type 
shelter 



Accommodation for children
and mothers in a warm,
friendly, and healthy
environment.

A secure and reassuring
framework.

A respectful and confidential
approach
Individual and collective care.

Accommodation offered for a
duration of two years



Be The 
Change

Our fingerprints don't fade 

from the lives we've touched

2-Build a family project leading 
to autonomy.



Build on the needs and potential of
mothers and their children.

Promote autonomy and self-support by
developing their skills to help them
become actors in the construction of their
project and contributors to society in
general.

Rely on community, family, and social
resources that can serve as effective tools
for sustainable integration.



1-Offer a family-type shelter 

Accommodation for children
and mothers in a warm,
friendly, and healthy
environment.

A secure and reassuring
framework.

A respectful and confidential
approach
Individual and collective care.

Accommodation offered for a
duration of two years

3-Develop mother-
child bond



Temporarily take over a mother’s 
parenting role if and when needed.

Consolidate the mother-child relationship.

Help mothers become autonomous in 
their parenting role.



1-Offer a family-type shelter 

Accommodation for children
and mothers in a warm,
friendly, and healthy
environment.

A secure and reassuring
framework.

A respectful and confidential
approach
Individual and collective care.

Accommodation offered for a
duration of two years

3-Develop mother-
child bond

4-Work together with a 
child’s mother to 

develop a personalized 
project for that child



Children without apparent problems -
prevention projects)

Children suffering from emotional damage 
- psycho-social and educational treatments

Children with a court/criminal file - offer 
support in judicial measures

Establish a diagnosis or have a diagnosis 
established - shared with the mother

Develop with the mother a personalized 
project for the child

Support the mother in the implementation 
of these projects



1-Offer a family-type shelter 

Accommodation for children
and mothers in a warm,
friendly, and healthy
environment.

A secure and reassuring
framework.

A respectful and confidential
approach
Individual and collective care.

Accommodation offered for a
duration of two years

3-Develop mother-
child bond

4-Work together with a 
child’s mother to 

develop a personalized 
project for that child

5-Support mothers as 
individuals



Ensure physical, psychological, and personal development.

Allow individual spiritual and religious expression.



1-Offer a family-type shelter 

Accommodation for children
and mothers in a warm,
friendly, and healthy
environment.

A secure and reassuring
framework.

A respectful and confidential
approach
Individual and collective care.

Accommodation offered for a
duration of two years

3-Develop mother-
child bond

4-Work together with a 
child’s mother to 

develop a personalized 
project for that child

6-Work with a network 
of partners 



▪ Partnership development 
provides beneficiaries and teams 
with support thanks to specific 
professional skills.

▪ Preserve family bonds, and
rebuild them where and when 
possible.



OUR ACHIEVMENTS



Of Families sheltered at SEF.

Number  

29 Family 



Families Sheltered 

Currently At SEF : 

4 mothers & 8 children. 



Number Of Families In The Outreach Program  :

17 FAMILY 

Psychological Support Food & Hygiene Batches Psychosocial Support 



2020-2021 SEF sheltered 12 
families :

12 mothers and 19 children.

We currently have 4 families:      
4 mothers and 8 children.



Our vital work is only 

possible because of 

people like you.



IN-KIND DONATIONS 

2020: 

117 000 000 LBP 



IN-KIND DONATIONS 

2021: 

137 400 000 LBP 



90%

5%
5%

In-Kind Donations

Food batches and
Hygiene Products

Clothes and Toys

Medication



90%

10%

Food and Hygiene Expenses 

Food and
hygiene products
expenses
donated to SEF

Food and
hygiene products
purchased by
SEF



11 Collaborations with several 

NGOS:



1. Beit EL Baraka 

2. Live Love Beirut

3. Lebanon Needs

4. DAFA 

5. Arcenciel

6. Lebanese Food Bank

7. The Women Collective

8. Ajami Foundation 

9. Just Help 

10.Banin Assocation

11.Lebanon’s Angels 



We currently have: 

7-month food and hygiene supplies 

in our warehouse.



DISASTER RESPONSE PLAN



On August 4, following a massive explosion that 
ravaged Beirut’s neighborhood, including ones up 
to 10km away. 

2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate stored at Beirut’s 
port exploded, killing more than 220 people and 
injuring more than 6,500. Some 300,000 people 
have left homeless.

The strength of the blast was is considered one of 
the largest explosions recorded in modern history 

Once again.

Beirut was destroyed. Once again



Raise Fund. Warm Heart

We are charity/ non-profit/ fundraising/ NGO organizations. Our charity activities are taken 
place around the world, let contribute to them with us by your hand to be a better life.

SEF identified priorities to help alleviate the impacts of the crisis and 
scale up its specialized services in order to shelter and support children 
and their mothers affected by the horrific blast. 

We will take in charge :
-PCR Tests
-Psychological Support
-Psychosocial activities for the kids
-Full board accommodation



Raise Fund. Warm Heart

We are charity/ non-profit/ fundraising/ NGO organizations. Our charity activities are taken 
place around the world, let contribute to them with us by your hand to be a better life.

SEF’s RESPONSE

Two days after the horrific blast, as we couldn’t sleep, couldn’t breathe couldn’t stop thinking 
about the victims of the explosion ,we decided to go beyond our mission



Raise Fund. Warm Heart

We are charity/ non-profit/ fundraising/ NGO organizations. Our charity activities are taken 
place around the world, let contribute to them with us by your hand to be a better life.

SEF’s RESPONSE

Two days after the horrific blast, as we couldn’t sleep, couldn’t breathe couldn’t stop thinking 
about the victims of the explosion ,we decided to go beyond our mission

We have cooked with love and distributed more
than 600 portion of food to several NGOs that were
helping Beirut’s Victims.



Our families addressing Beirut’s Victims with 
kindness and resilience. 



MEET 

OUR PARTNERS





Since its conception SEF has always been supported by 
Action Enfance.

▪ Fondation Action Enfance (formerly the Fondation
Mouvement pour les Villages d'Enfants) is a pioneering 
French foundation in the field of child protection. In its 

“Children's Villages” and “homes”, it welcomes children and 
adolescents who have encountered difficulties (educational 
deficiencies, lack of parenthood and sometimes domestic 

violence). 



ACTION ENFANCE's mission is to protect and educate children in
danger over the long term, from childhood to adulthood. It
welcomes them, brothers and sisters together, in Children's Villages
and Youth Homes, in a stable and protective environment. The
Foundation provides them with benchmarks and balance by
promoting the maintenance of links between brothers and sisters
while respecting their family history, in order to help them build
themselves up and become autonomous and responsible adults,
capable of finding their place in society.



▪ Action Enfance has supported the SEF from its very first steps at 
all levels and has financed the SEF by providing 85% of the total 
expenses of the center. In 2019, the foundation began with the 

SEF a new approach aimed at giving more autonomy to local 
officials by engaging a higher number of donors, mainly Lebanese.

▪ Action Enfance signed a five funding agreement towards SEF. 



International Membership



In 2019, the SEF joined La Voix De L'Enfant, a 

federation that brings together 80 associations 

whose aim is to defend and protect children in 

France or in the world and to provide them 

dignified living conditions that respect their rights. 

'child



New Rawda Couvent De La 
Resurrection Bloc C Rue Milad

El Naddaf

LOCATION

+961 3 30 25 34

PHONE NUMBER

info@sefliban.com

EMAIL

www.sefliban.org

WEBSITE


